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A growing galaxy of Social Networking Sites (SNS)
that includes:

Most commonly known in guises such as Facebook, 
Twitter and for more professional purposes, LinkedIn
 The next frontier of innovative communication
 It is a chance to join a conversation around the globe 

every day

What is social media?

 Personal and business blogs
 News sites with interactive or 

comment features
 Group forums
 Wikis

 Social and business 
networking sites

 Online community sites
 Social bookmarking sites
 Microblogging sites
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Too world-changing to ignore

What is this social media thing all about?
Why should my company care?

“The opportunity to interact with anyone, anywhere, 
anytime is too world-changing to ignore.”
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Just when you think you’ve caught up…
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So much pressure to jump in

 So much of the Internet seems to 
come out of nowhere
 Technology continues emerging 

and taking on a life of its own that 
businesses can’t control
 Companies are swarming to 

social networking sites hoping to 
boost their brands, connect with 
customers and find new 
employees
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*Effective Communication Drives ROI

 Focus on Professional versus Personal use of SNS
 Employee communication is a leading indicator of financial 

performance and a driver of employee engagement. 
 Companies with highly effective communicators had 47% 

higher total returns to shareholders over the last five years 
than firms that are the least effective communicators

*Towers Watson 2009/2010 Communication ROI Study Report
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Who is using it?

 Everyone including Grandma
 You don’t have to know anything special or 

have any particular skills.

 Companies and gov’t agencies are 
finding ways to use social media as a 
highly effective information gateway
 Smart companies are harnessing the 

wisdom and energy of social media into 
user-friendly business applications
 70% of small business marketers are 

employing social media (AWeber 
Communications)
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Why jump in to the social networking arena?

 Makes the workplace more 
engaging by leveraging how 
people naturally collaborate and 
communicate
 Quickly taps into the wisdom and 

knowledge of employee 
communities
 Promotes an informal and 

self-sustaining learning culture
 Enables employees to build 

broad networks

 Drives community and peer 
support to encourage financial 
and physical health
 Shapes, develops and confirms 

messages related to brands, new 
products and services
 Reaches disparate stakeholders 

– those who don’t have a voice 
through conventional channels

“Social media embraces a cyber-universe of websites that 
promise to expand, virtually, forever.”
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Everyone likes to hold the remote

 They want to control their own 
communication experience
 By asking question, offering 

suggestions and learning other 
employee’s perspective, they create 
news that is relevant to them on a 
level that makes sense

 Forums, blogs and social 
networks are a great way to 
encourage employees to connect 
and interact
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It all starts with the Business Plan 

 Business Plan should trigger the social media plan
 Social Media plan should be an integrated part of the 

overall communication plan
1. Identify your audience
2. Know the tools; the number and type expand each day 
3. Know the security risks and user policies
4. Develop measurement criteria that will support the business 

goals
5. Revisit and revise the plan regularly
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Integrated approach that creates transparency

 Needs a well thought out strategy, clear messaging and 
intent that is an integrated part of the overall 
communication strategy
 A well-designed social media plan should harness the 

immediacy and creativity of the medium and balance the 
business opportunity
 Create transparency—there is no hiding. Engage as a 

brand with real people in real time
 Two-way street—before you can push information out, 

you need to listen, ask questions and engage
Most effective use for collaboration, team building, change 

management and promoting health and wellness
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Share ConnectAsk & 
Discover

Where can I go for Q&A? Who are the experts?

Harness the power inherent in social media 
tools to enhance Employee Benefits communication
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The future of Employee Benefit Communications

Growing opportunity for social media to get into this space
MetLife Study—younger employees are interested in 

receiving benefits information through social networking, 
mobile devices and text messaging
 Impact?
 It is a free communication tool 
 Unique way to share important information
 Good for explaining Voluntary benefits 
 Increase re-enrolment participation, understanding & adoption

 Understand target audience and select appropriate 
channels for the messages 
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Examples—Insurers

 GWL—difficult to find their social 
media presence
 Manulife—“Branded Facebook 

Fan Page” Facebook site called, 
Manulife Financial with over 
12,000 ‘likes’
 Blogs on Repsource (Advisor tool) 

and various Senior Management blog 
via the Intranet

 #manulife #forbetterfuture
 @manusecurities, @ManulifePH, 

@Manulife_HK
 YouTube videos for both Manulife 

and John Hancock
 Strong Facebook presence—get 

volunteering & Drive to 125

 Sun Life @SunLife 
@Sunlifecareers 
@Sunlifeservice
 “Welcome to our social side” 

& Brighter Life 
(career choices and more)

 Desjardins @DesjardinsGroup
 New ways to make sense of 

RRSPs and TFSA, Twitter and 
Facebook chats with four tax, 
wealth management, stock 
market and financial security 
specialists

 Blog by a Wealth Management 
Business Coordinator
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Examples—Advisors

 AON @aonhewittCA—hiring an Interactive Marketing Manager

 Eckler @EcklerLTD
 Towers Watson @towerswatson—white papers on social media

Mercer @mercerinsights, “Be in the know” blog
Morneau Shepell @morneau_shepell—hiring a Social Media 

Marketing Manager

 TRG—@TRGGroupBenefit and a blog
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Zoom in: Five key Social Networking Sites (SNS)
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 Establish and build your professional brand
Grow your audience and contacts through others
Factoids:
 4.7 million LinkedIn members, out of 100 million in total are employed 

by small businesses
 Many have moved around—7.4 million job changes since 2009
 There are 800,000 groups on LinkedIn
 Benefits of the tool:
 warm leads
 finding the professional connections and the thought leaders
 Attracting talent (recruiting)
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Blogs
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Where might you start?

1. Start creating content related to your subject matter 
expertise

2. Set up a blog based on your name or area of expertise
3. Start a new email list for your blog readers to sign up and 

receive updates
4. Write and self publish and give it away for free on your site

 Total time commitment per month = 12 hours
 Be patient—the business will find you.

Curate content. Ask questions in your post 
that invite a response or comment.
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Benefits Blogs

U.S.
Benefits Biz Blog
Benefits Link Buzz
Boston ERISA & Insurance Litigation Blog
Employee Benefits Blog
Employee Benefits Legal Blog
ERISA On the Web
ESOP Law Blog
Health Plan Law
Managed Care Matters
Northeast Employee Benefits
Piper Report
PLANSPONSOR Perspectives
The Retirement Plan Blog
Workplace Prof Blog

Canada
http://www.trggroup.com/index.php/news/
http://canadianemployeebenefitplans.
ca/blog
http://insuranceontheweb.ca/blog/tag/emp
loyee-benefits/
http://canadainsuranceplan.ca/blog/insura
nce-blog/group-benefits/canadian-
employees-perspectives-on-employee-
benefits-group-benefits-video/
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Twitter—what are you doing?
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Twitter—what are you doing? (cont’d)

 #hashtag—word or phrase preceded by the # 
symbol; a way to organize and search messages
 Benefits of the tool
 quickly respond and read a wide audience of followers
 Grab headline news, see what your competitors are 

talking about, connect with industry thought leaders
 Easy of reply, fast-paced, Twitter users tend to be more 

engaged than Facebook users
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Twitter for Employee Benefits Communications?
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Extract from Benefits Canada

“On the Mark—Consultant Report 2010”:

Quote from Diane McElroy, Senior VP Communications at AON
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Twitter for Employee Benefits Communications

Four reasons 4 #yes
 Short and Sweet
On the Internet for all to see
 Interactive
 Twitter can come to you

#cautions
Must be part of an 

integrated campaign
 Jargon alert
 Understand the time 

commitment

 A mechanism to point employees to articles posted to your Intranet 
about benefits changes for the new plan year
 Remind employees about the start and end of Annual Enrollment & 

employee meetings
 Direct employees to resources they can use to make informed 

benefits decisions
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I dove in…
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Efficiency & Effectiveness: the name of the game
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 “Facebook helps you connect and share with the people in 
your life.”
 900 million monthly active users as of May 2012, 80% are 

outside of the U.S. and Canada
 425 million monthly active users who used Facebook 

mobile products in December 2011
 Available in 70 languages
 Recently purchased Instagram for $1 billion
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Facebook’s reach
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 Founded in February 2005, YouTube allows billions of 
people to discover, watch and share originally-created 
videos. 
 Benefits of the tool

 Visual impact, cost effective way to convey your message and 
enhance your brand

 Reaches a very broad audience, track your hits easily
 Vigilant Global
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Employer usage

 Digital age means we need to talk with employees not 
at them
 Shift from one-way to open communication
 Employers have a face and become more personal
Offers a unique and useful way to share important benefits 

information 
 Benefits related key dates (re-enrolment period)
 Plan changes
 Ways to access information, experts and get questions answered
 Promote wellness
 Voluntary benefits need additional ways to communicate their value 
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Why aren’t we leveraging SM more? 

 *45% of U.S. businesses were highly concerned about 
employees leaking information via posts on social network 
sites
 41% were just as concerned about leaks posted on Twitter and 

other short-message sites
 1 in 3 companies have investigated leaks related to sm postings

*Sunnyvale-based Internet security firm – Proofpoint
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Employee usage—Risks and benefits

 *77% of workers have a Facebook account
 61% access it at work costing companies 1.5% of total employee 

productivity

 Policies on employee use of social networks are all over 
the map from to no policies at all
 Just one in three businesses have a general policy for employee 

online activity including use of social networks (2009, Society of 
Corporate Compliance and Ethics)

 Half have no policy for employee online activity outside work, and 
10% have one specifically addressing social networking sites

*Boston-based Nucleus Research
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Common obstacles

Figure. Barriers to Social Media

Source: 2009/2010 Communication ROI Study Report: Capitalizing on Effective Communication
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Transform the relationship

 Companies don’t want to 
limit their activity, but they 
have to arm themselves
 Each org needs to decide 

its social media policy 
according to its 
circumstances
 73% of companies have 

not purchased insurance 
against any form of cyber 
risk. Of the 27% who did, 
61% bought 6 million to 
30 million (Euro) limit

 Some Internet sites are 
blocked, on others, a 
prompt asks employees if 
they have permission to 
view the site
 Benefits are traditionally 

communicated through a 
guide and accompanying 
website
 This method is very limiting 

and offers no immediate 
feedback route for employees
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Social media R.O.I.

 You are asking the wrong question?
 To get the right answer, ask the right question 
 The unfortunate effect of asking the question incorrectly 
 Social media ROI = [(tweets – followers) ÷ (comments x average 

monthly posts)] ÷ (Facebook shares x Facebook likes) ÷ (mentions 
x channels used) = means nothing

 R.O.I. isn’t an afterthought
 R.O.I. isn’t always relevant

“Measurement for measurement’s sake 
alone means nothing.”
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Measuring social media impact

 37% of companies measure 
progress against their 
change goals
 Frequent evaluation and 

measurement help ensure 
that communication 
initiatives are both 
accessible and effective
 Provide the clarity required 

to build employee 
confidence in the direction 
that the company is heading

Social Media Trackers
 Radian6—full suite of social 

analytics
 Klout—measures general 

popularity
 Hootsuite and Bufferapp—

managing multiple social 
media accounts
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What is working and what may change

Need to change:
 Greater need to create a sense of 

community and motivate change
 Policies to address risk management
 Allow greater employee usage

 *60% of companies surveyed plan to 
increase their use of social media 
tools over the next 12 months
 64% of respondents are more 

knowledgeable about using social 
media tools than a year ago.

 28% report these tools are cost 
effective 

 15% have measurement tools in place

 How we measure social media

Working:
 Social networking tools are better 

and provide great avenues to get 
your message out
 Cost effective and 24/7

*Towers Watson 2011 Communication ROI Study Report
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How social media tools are used

Wikis To collaborate, create and capture knowledge

Forums/Q&A To help each other (if not found in wikis or blogs)

Blogs To share news, direction, status and express insight

Profiles To find people, resource projects and find experts

Networking & 
Communities To build relationships and communities of practice

News &
Bookmarking To share important business related news

RSS To aggregate your blogs, wikis and news subscriptions
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Social media “How to” links 

 How to create a LinkedIn company page
http://learn.linkedin.com/company-pages/
 How to create a Facebook page for your business

http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php
 How to create a YouTube channel

http://www.ehow.com/how_4493894_create-youtube-channel.html
 How to create a Twitter account

http://support.twitter.com/entries/100990-how-to-sign-up-on-twitter
 How to optimize your Facebook privacy for business

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/12067/How-to-Optimize-
Your-Facebook-Privacy-for-Business.aspx
 Six non-fluff answers to your social media questions

http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/10268/6-Non-Fluff-
Answers-to-Your-Social-Media-Questions.aspx
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A glossary of social media terms

 Crowdsourcing
 the act of outsourcing tasks, traditionally performed 

by an employee to a large group of people or a crowd 
through an ‘open call’.

 Social Bookmarking Sites (Stumbleupon, Quora)
 Allow Internet users to store, organize and share links to 

web pages that are useful to them. 
 Blogging
 Web log journal. Features posts by its owner, typically between 400 and 

1,000 words long.
 Microblogging
 Twitter, Facebook. Using 140 characters or 20 words. There are more than 

111 such sites worldwide.
 Tweet
 A short, 140-character message delivered on the microblogging platform.
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A glossary of social media terms

Wiki
 A Hawaiian word for ‘fast’ has come to mean a collaborate website 

that enables the creation of content by any number of interested 
people in an open environment. Wikipedia, company intranets.

 Social Engineering
 Online manipulation in order to ‘con’ unsuspecting people into 

revealing valuable information or into performing an act that will 
allow fraudsters access to either computers or information.

Meme (meem)
 Is an idea, behavior or style that spreads from person to person 

within a culture, acts as a unit for carrying cultural practices, which 
can be transmitted from one mind to another through writing, 
speech, gestures, rituals or other imitable phenomena. 
(something imitated)
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Thank you
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